
Sum-product for E step in the HMM 
learning problem (review)
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Rescaled alpha beta (Bishop, 13.2.4)

The alpha-beta algorithm has similar precision problems to the 
ones for EM where we discussed the fix of scaling log 
quantities by the max, before exponentiation for normalizing.

One way to handle this is to reformulate the alpha-beta 
algorithm in terms of:
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Let  cn = p xn x1,..., xn"1( )
and note that p x1,..., xn( ) = cm
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and we get cn  as the normalizer of the RHS.

(See Bishop for the betas). 
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Classic HMM computational problems

Given data, what is the HMM (learning).

Given an HMM, what is the distribution over the state 
variables. Also, how likely are the observations, given the 
model. 

Given an HMM, what is the most likely state sequence for 
some data?
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Viterbi algorithm (special case of max-sum)

Forward direction is like sum-product, except
We take the max instead of sum
We use sum of logs instead of product
We remember incoming variable values that give max (*)

Backwards direction is simply backtracking on (*).

Recall max-sum

Recall simplified factor graph

h fn

z1 zn−1 zn

h = p z1( ) p x1 z1( ) fn = p zn zn!1( ) p xn zn( )

Left to right messages

! zn( ) " µ fn#1$ fn
zn( ) = ?

Recall simplified factor graph

h fn

z1 zn−1 zn

h = p z1( ) p x1 z1( ) fn = p zn zn!1( ) p xn zn( )

Left to right messages

! zn( ) = log xn zn( ) +max
zn"1

log p zn zn"1( ) +! zn"1( )( ){ }
! z1( ) = log p z1( )( ) + log p x1 z1( )( )



Intuitive understanding

h fn

z1 zn−1 zn

! zn( ) = log xn zn( ) +max
zn"1

log p zn zn"1( ) +! zn"1( )( ){ }
Consider all possible paths to each of the k states for time n. 

The message encodes the probabilities for the maximum 
probability path for each of the K states.

EG, if you are in state k, this records is the probability of 
being there by via the maximal probably sequence. 

Intuitive understanding

h fn

z1 zn−1 zn

! zn( ) = log xn zn( ) +max
zn"1

log p zn zn"1( ) +! zn"1( )( ){ }

The message is the vector of probabilities for the maximum 
probability path for each of the K states.

For each state k 
Consider getting there from 
each previous state k’ 

! zn( ) = log xn zn( ) +max
zn"1

log p zn zn"1( ) +! zn"1( )( ){ }

The message is the vector of probabilities for the maximum 
probability path for each of the K states.

For each state k 

We can see that this is the new maximum

For Viterbi, we need to remember the previous state, k’, for each k. 

Consider getting there from 
each previous state k’ 

Intuitive understanding

The max path is 
shown (but we only 
know it when we get 
to the end).

To find the path, we 
need to chase the 
back pointers.

k = 1

k = 2

k = 3

n− 2 n− 1 n n + 1
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Final comments on learning

In many applications, the states have specified meaning, 
and are available in training data, so EM is not needed.

(Most authors still call this an HMM because states are 
hidden when the model is used). 

We described training the HMM based on a single data 
sequence, but often multiple sequences that come from the 
same HMM are used (modifying the algorithm is very 
straightforward). 

Two HMM examples (specified states)

Domain is SLIC (Semantically Linked Instructional Content).

1) Temporal information for matching video frames to slides.

2) Aligning noisy speech transcripts with slides.

Matching slides to video frames



Our state sequence 
corresponds to what 
slide is being shown.
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A22

A33
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Matching slides to video frames

From image matching
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Matching slides to video frames
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We assume that only the jump matters. IE, going from slide 
6 to 8 has the same chance of going from 10 to 12. 

encodes slide jump statistics.
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#$
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'
()

says how likely a sequence is, 
without looking at the images. 

Matching slides to video frames

Why bother?

Mistakes in speech transcripts can be corrected.
Speech transcripts are noisy and to poorly on jargon
But jargon words often appear on slides.

We can highlight or auto-laser-point what the speaker is 
pointing to

We can improve close-captioning. 

Aligning speech to slides



A reasonable model for some speakers is that they say some 
approximation of their bullet points, with some extra stuff 
before and after.

Automated speech recognizers try to produce results that are 
plausible on a phoneme level. 

If a slide word is used, its phoneme sequence will likely be 
approximated in the phonemes in the speech transcript.

We can calibrate the phoneme “confusion matrix.”

Aligning speech to slides

We assume that going backwards does not happen.

We have an HMM state for each slide word 

We also have an HMM state for emitting phonemes between 
slide words. 

Aligning speech to slides

Improving and Aligning Speech with Presentation Slides
Ranjini Swaminathan, Michael E.Thompson, Sandiway Fong, Alon Efrat and Kobus Barnard

University of Arizona
Arnon Amir
IBM Almaden

ABSTRACT
•Objective: Correct and align automatically generated speech tran-
scripts of talks and lectures with text from the accompanying pre-
sentation slides. Enhance the capabilities of a system like SLIC
(Semantically Linked Instructional Content) that hosts a variety of
lectures, in the following ways:
−Corrected transcripts: Improved access to lectures for users with
disabilities.

−Search: Better indexing of important terms that can be used for
search.

−Captioning: Enhanced video comprehension.
•Example: Extract from a talk illustrating transcript correction. Words
in red are counted as corrections.
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CHALLENGES
Automated Speech Recognition (ASR) systems face two main chal-
lenges when integrated with a system like SLIC:
•Technical terms: Outside the scope of the ASR vocabulary resulting
in transcript errors.

•Different speakers: Difficult to train the ASR individually for the
widely varying accents, tones and mannerisms.

APPROACH
•What: Slide words rich in technical vocabulary.
•Why: Transcript errors are phonetically similar to slide words.
•How: Align phonemes from slide words and transcript words for
error location and correction.

•Example:

Sequential model aligns error sequence

Speaker says : maliciousness

ASR produces: my dishes nests

Slide word : maliciousness

m ay d ih sh ah z n eh s t

m ah l ih sh ah s n ah s
with slide word phoneme sequence

•Propagate changes: Propagate the phoneme pattern corrections
across other parts of the talk.

• Improved search: Find the corrected word maliciousness else-
where in the transcript even where it is not a slide word.

SEQUENTIAL ALIGNMENT MODEL
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•Slide word phonemes from each test slide modeled as a single Hid-
den Markov Model(HMM).

•Slide word SWi to slide word SWj and non-slide word NSWi to
non-slide word NSWj transitions are modeled as Poisson distribu-
tions.

•Observation probabilities are phoneme confusion probabilities.
•Compute Viterbi path of phonemes most likely to have generated
the observed test phoneme sequence.

EVALUATION AND RESULTS
•Accuracy Score: Number of correct words in the (corrected) tran-
scripts.
−Obtained by aligning ground truth data with the transcript.
−Some corrections are bad (right word in transcript substitued by
wrong slide word).

−High score =⇒ Better readability.
−Average improvement of ∼ 2% over six talks.
•Alignment Score: Number of slide words aligned with the (cor-
rected) transcripts.
−High score =⇒ Better indexing and captioning.
−Average improvement of ∼ 14% over six talks.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

Slide words can be used to improve ASR generated transcripts to
improve the overall video viewing experience and access to technical
lectures and talks. Future work will include
•Testing different transition models for alignment and slide transi-
tions.

• Integrating simple language models to choose between alternate
forms of words (-ed,-ing).

•Using laser pointer cues to improve alignment.

REFERENCES
•The SLIC browsing system. (http://slic.cs.arizona.edu)
• IBM Hosted Transcription Service(build 08/05/2009). (http://

antemural.watson.ibm.com/SLWeb).
•Y.Chen and W.J Heng, Automatic synchronization of speech tran-
script slides in presentation, In Proceedings of ISCAS, 2003.

•Q.Fan, K.Barnard, A.Amir, A.Efrat and M.Lin, Matching slides to
presentation videos using SIFT and scene background matching, In
Proceedings of 8th ACM SIGMM International Workshop on MIR,
2006.
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If the same mistake is made later, where the word is not 
on the slide, we can propagate the correction.

Aligned speech for correction


